This Christmas
season, share the hope,
peace, joy and love of
Christ’s birth with those
in need—at home
and around
the world.
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During Advent, we celebrate the amazing gift
from God—Jesus! This gift changed the world,
and so can we.
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Challenge your congregation to do Advent
differently.
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For each week of Advent, read the stories
provided on the PWS&D Advent liturgies and
complete the weekly Advent Challenges to share
the gifts of hope, peace, joy and love.
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Gift of Peace: Support families escaping
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Gift of Joy: Help raise awareness of a child’s
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Gift of Love: Invest in healthcare so that more
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Gifts of Christmas: Hold a special offering for
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so that they may claim their rights, rise above
poverty and make a difference for their family
and in their community.
conflict so that they may find comfort.

right to education so that girls and boys can
achieve their full potential.

people can overcome illness and disease and take
control of their well-being.

Visit WeRespond.ca/advent-challenge
Follow PWS&D on Facebook and Twitter.
Tag us in your challenge photos.
Use the hashtag #AdventChallenge.
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